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a b s t r a c t

While slow sand filters (SSFs) have produced drinking water for more than a hundred years, under-
standing of their associated microbial communities is limited. In this study, bacteria in influent and
effluent water from full-scale SSFs were explored using flow cytometry (FCM) with cytometric histogram
image comparison (CHIC) analysis; and routine microbial counts for heterotrophs, total coliforms and
Escherichia coli. To assess if FCM can monitor biofilm function, SSFs differing in age and sand composition
were compared. FCM profiles from two established filters were indistinguishable. To examine biofilm in
the deep sand bed, SSFs were monitored during a scraping event, when the top layer of sand and the
schmutzdecke are removed to restore flow through the filter. The performance of an established SSF was
stable: total organic carbon (TOC), pH, numbers of heterotrophs, coliforms, E. coli, and FCM bacterial
profile were unaffected by scraping. However, the performance of two newly-built SSFs containing new
and mixed sand was compromised: breakthrough of both microbial indicators and TOC occurred
following scraping. The compromised performance of the new SSFs was reflected in distinct effluent
bacterial communities; and, the presence of microbial indicators correlated to influent bacterial com-
munities. This demonstrated that FCM can monitor SSF performance. Removal of the top layer of sand did
not alter the effluent water from the established SSF, but did affect that of the SSFs containing new sand.
This suggests that the impact of the surface biofilm on effluent water is greater when the deep sand bed
biofilm is not established.
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

One of the oldest technologies for the treatment of drinking
water is the use of slow sand filters (SSFs) (Huisman and Wood,
1974). These filters combine multiple cleaning mechanisms
includingmechanical filtration and sedimentation but are primarily
considered as biological filters where a microbial ecosystem de-
velops as biofilm on the sand particles and contributes to the
cleaning process (Haig et al., 2015b). As SSFs remove a broad range
artment of Chemistry, Lund
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of microbial contaminants including Escherichia coli, Clostridium
spp., Cryptosporidium spp., viral pathogens and toxins (Bourne et al.,
2006; Elliott et al., 2008; Hijnen et al., 2007), as well as total organic
carbon (TOC) (Wotton, 2002), monitoring the performance of these
filters is crucial for the drinking water producer. This type of
monitoring however, is complicated by limitations in both knowl-
edge regarding the microbial diversity in these filters; and the
analytical methods that are able to follow this diversity in real-time,
or near real-time, resolution. Understanding these human-built
aquatic ecosystems would facilitate both routine monitoring for
quality control as well as optimised design for SSFs. These are both
required to produce safe drinking water in a future with climate-
related changes such as altered natural organic matter, water
temperatures, and pathogen contamination in source water; at a
time when urbanization will increase demand for treated water
(Ritson et al., 2014; Sterk et al., 2013; van Leeuwen, 2013).
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Knowledge about the dynamics of bacterial communities in SSFs
is limited by the ability of the current routine analyses to describe
the microbial processes occurring in the biofilm and water phases
with respect to both diversity and time. Heterotrophic plate counts
(HPC), and counts of coliforms and E. coli, can analyse microbes
passing through the SSFs and satisfy traditions of common usage
and regulations, however these methods only capture a small
fraction of the total microbial population (Allen et al., 2004), and at
least 24 h incubation time is required. Studies using molecular
techniques have described laboratory and pilot-plant scale SSF
systems (Bourne et al., 2006; Calvo-Bado et al., 2003;Wakelin et al.,
2011) or focused on elements of the filter, such as the uppermost
biofilm, or schmutzdecke (Unger and Collins, 2008; Wakelin et al.,
2011). Other studies have focused on microbial contaminant
removal by SSFs (Bauer et al., 2011; Elliott et al., 2008; Hijnen et al.,
2004). Several metagenomic DNA sequencing studies of the mi-
crobial community in full-scale SSFs in operating drinking water
treatment plants have shown that a highly diverse community
dominated by bacteria is living in these biological filters (Bai et al.,
2013; Haig et al., 2014, 2015b; Oh et al., 2018). The presence of
bacteriophage, protozoa and fungi and their role in SSF ecology has
also been examined (Haig et al., 2015a; Prenafeta-Boldú et al.,
2017). These studies are invaluable for providing a deep under-
standing of the microbial ecosystems in SSFs however, the methods
used are expensive, with time-consuming laboratory work and
demanding data analysis. This currently prevents their use for on-
line routine monitoring.

Flow cytometry (FCM) with DNA staining is used to study the
microbial communities of numerous aquatic systems (Berney et al.,
2008; Boi et al., 2016; De Corte et al., 2016) including microbial
dynamics in both treatment and distribution of drinking water
(Besmer et al., 2014; El-Chakhtoura et al., 2015; Lautenschlager
et al., 2014). Total cell count (TCC) has been proposed for moni-
toring drinking water treatment processes (Van Nevel et al., 2017b)
and online measurement has been demonstrated (Besmer and
Hammes, 2016). Additional quantitative FCM parameters describe
the bacteria in a water sample, including the number of intact cells,
and a fluorescent fingerprint describing the distribution of DNA
content in the bacterial community (Prest et al., 2013).

During SSF operation, the bacteria in the sand consume organic
matter and multiply, and over a period of months or years
(depending on season and sourcewater) the filter becomes clogged
with biomass. To restore the water flow, the top layer of the SSF is
removed by mechanical scraping (Huisman and Wood, 1974). This
procedure may disturb the filter function, and effluent water from
the disturbed SSFs is not used until water quality parameters
comply with regulations. The ability to follow SSF function in real,
or near-real, timewouldminimise the time filters are offline to both
ensure maximum supply of treated water and reduce costs. This is
particularly relevant in Sweden, where SSFs require scraping 2e3
times per year. In this study, three SSFs differing in microbial
community maturation and sand compositionwere followed over a
period of several weeks during summer, before and after a scraping
procedure. Water quality of influent and effluent were assessed
using FCM and conventional microbial and chemical parameters.
FCM parameters together with Cytometric Histogram Image Com-
parison (CHIC) analysis were analysed to assess if this method
could resolve dynamic changes in the bacterial communities of the
effluent water. In order to examine if this method could be used to
monitor the function of the biofilm in SSFs, these profiles were
correlated to different traditional microbial water quality in-
dicators. In addition, by observing the different SSFs before and
after the removal of the top layer of sand, including schmutzdecke,
the specific contribution of the deep sand bed biofilms to SSF
function could be observed.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Description of SSFs and sampling

The full-scale SSFs in this study are located in Sweden, at Ringsj€o
Waterworks, Stehag, Sweden, and operated by Sydvatten AB (Hyllie
Stationstorg 21, Malm€o, Sweden). During the study, the treatment
plant produced 1300 L/sec of drinking water from surface water
(Lake Bolmen, Småland, Sweden), supplemented with a small
fraction of groundwater. The plant receives the source water
through an 82 km tunnel and treated using flocculation with ferric
chloride, lamellar sedimentation, rapid sand filtration, slow sand
filtration and disinfection with hypochlorite before distribution
(Sydvatten AB, 2016). Each SSF at the treatment plant is scraped
2e3 times per year, usually in the summer, when the resistance of
flow through the filter is unacceptable. The SSFs are scraped to
remove the top layer of sand, including the schmutzdecke and then
refilled with water from below the sand bed.

In winter 2015, two new SSFs were built at Ringsj€oWaterworks.
One was constructed using only purchased virgin sand (Sibelco
Nordic AB, Baskarp, Sweden), (NEW) while the second SSF (MIX)
was constructedwith first a layer of virgin sand, toppedwith a layer
of washed sand collected during previous scraping of established
SSFs. A third SSF, a well-established working SSF (EST) in the same
production line as the newly constructed filters and used for
drinking water production over 20 years (built 1995), was included
in sampling as a control (Persson, 2013). Water samples were
collected during July and August 2015 from above the sand beds,
using a telescopic sampler; and after filtration, from continuously
running taps. Samples were collected using sterilized borosilicate
bottles one day before, and for up to three weeks after, the scraping
of each SSF. As scraping for each filter was not carried out on the
same calendar day, data and comparisons are presented relative to
the day of scraping, with day 1 being the day before scraping, day 2
being the day of the scraping activity and so forth. All three SSFs
were scraped within the same three week period of stable ambient
temperatures (data not shown).

In summer 2016 (AprileAugust), EST and a second mature SSF
from the same treatment line (EST2) were sampled in the sameway
as describe above except that water samples were collected directly
into 50mL Falcon tubes and not transferred from the borosilicate
bottles.
2.2. Water quality measurements

Water samples for conventional microbial parameters were
processed by the treatment plant staff according to a routine
schedule and coincided in time with the flow cytometry analysis.
Heterotrophic plate counts (HPC) were determined by mixing 1mL
of water with R2A agar, with incubation at 22 �C for 72 h (Bartram
et al., 2003). Concentration of coliforms and E. coliwere determined
with the Colilert method from IDEXX laboratories, using the
Quanti-Tray/2000® and sealed with Quanti-Tray sealer ® according
to the manufacturer's instructions (Idexx Laboratories, Westbrook,
USA).

Chemical water quality parameters were determined by VA SYD,
Malm€o, Sweden using standard methods, (Table S1). The temper-
ature of the water over the studied period was measured online in
the bulk water at the outlet of the treatment plant.
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2.3. Flow cytometry

Samples of 50mLwater for flowcytometrywere transferred and
stored in sterile 50mL Falcon tubes on ice and analyzed within 7 h
of sampling. Water samples were stained in triplicate for mea-
surement of total cell count and fingerprints according to Prest et al.
(2013). Briefly, 5 mLmL�1 of SYBR Green I at 100 X diluted with
DMSO (stock concentration 10 000 X, Invitrogen AG, Switzerland)
was added to samples at room temperature, to a final concentration
of 1 X SYBR Green I, before incubation in the dark at 37 �C for
15min. For intact cell measurements, a working solution of SYBR
Green I (100 X) and propidium iodide (PI) (1mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich,
Germany) was prepared with final concentrations of 1 X SYBR
Green I and 3 mMPI in the sample and incubated as above (Gillespie
et al., 2014). Live and ethanol-killed E. coliwere used as controls for
examination of cells with intact membranes, referred to hereafter
as intact cells, as well as MilliQ water as a control for background
fluorescence were used in every run. All measurements were per-
formed using a BD Accuri C6 flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson,
Belgium) with a 50 mW laser with an emission wavelength at
488 nm. A quality control of the flowcytometer using Spherotech 8-
peak and 6-peak validation beads (BD Biosciences) was conducted
each day measurements were taken in order to allow samples from
different days to be compared. 50 mL of 500 mL samples were
measured in triplicate for each sample at a flow rate of 35 mLmin�1

and a threshold of 500 arbitrary units on the green fluorescence
channel.

2.4. Data analysis

Data processing and gating were performed with FlowJo soft-
ware (Tree Star Inc, USA). Signals were collected and analyzed by
gating on the dot plot with green fluorescence (FL1, 533± 30 nm)
and red fluorescence (FL3, >670 nm). Gating was done following
the gating strategy described in (Prest et al., 2013) and identical
gating was applied on all samples. The gated data visualized by the
green fluorescence histogram plot is referred to as the fluorescent
fingerprint. Percentage of bacteria with low nucleic acid content
(LNA) and bacteria with high nucleic acid content (HNA) were
determined as described in Prest et al. (2013). Statistical analysis
was performed on all data (TCC, ICC and HNA concentration) using
one-way ANOVA, followed by Tukey test in R (R Development Core
Team, 2017).

Cytometric histogram image comparison (CHIC) analysis on dot
plots was performed using R packages flowCHIC and flowCore (Ellis
et al., 2016), and visualized by ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009) according
to Schumann et al. (2015) and Koch et al. (2013). Gated populations
of the flow cytometric dot plots (green fluorescence at x-axis and
red fluorescence at y-axis) were converted into 300� 300 pixel
images with 64-channel gray scale resolution for image compari-
son and to generate values describing the differences between
water samples. A nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) plot
based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarity was created from the results and
analysis of similarities (ANOSIM) was performed with the formed
clusters. All statistical calculations were performed in R (R
Development Core Team, 2017). The correlation between the non-
metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) of the FCM data and the
conventional microbial parameters (HPC, coliforms and E. coli) was
determined using the R function envfit, vegan package (Oksanen
et al., 2017). Only parameters from plate counts with a significant
effect (P-value < 0.05) are presented. After the sampling and FCM
analysis were completed, plate count data collected as part of the
routine monitoring schedule were obtained from the laboratory at
Ringsj€o Waterworks. Only FCM profiles and plate counts obtained
on the same sampling day were used for the correlation analysis.
3. Results

3.1. Conventional water quality assessments

Water quality parameters, including specific microbial in-
dicators, were measured during a routine scraping event and sub-
sequent operation period for three SSFs (Fig. 1). Influent water
showed variations in the concentration of microbial indicators (i.e.
HPC, coliforms and E. coli), between filters and over time, despite
the fact that all SSFs received water from the same process line at
the treatment plant.

Effluent water samples from the three SSFs contained hetero-
trophs during the entire sampling period. The established SSF,
hereafter referred to as EST, had the lowest mean value of hetero-
trophs calculated over time of the three filters, at 1.8± 1.6 CFU/mL.
Counts for coliforms and E. coli above zerowere detected in effluent
water from the established filter only once during the 35 days of
sampling, at 1 CFU per 100mL of breakthrough coliforms. The SSF
with mixed sand (MIX), both coliforms and E. coli were detected in
the effluent water following the scraping event with a steady
decrease of indicators detected over operation time and no detec-
tion of E. coli after day 8. The SSF containing all new sand (NEW)
showed frequent breakthroughs of coliforms and E. coli in effluent
water during the entire sampling period.

Chemical parameters for water quality were measured in the
influent and effluent water for each filter (Table S1). The three SSFs
showed similar values for parameters such as nitrite, total phos-
phorus and conductivity but differed with respect to TOC and pH.
TOC and pH of the effluent water of ESTwere lower andmore stable
than effluent from MIX and NEW. TOC across EST was reduced
0.6mg/L ± 0.2mg/L, from a mean value of 2.9mg/L ± 0.09mg/L in
the influent water to 2.2mg/L ± 0.09mg/L in effluent. This was in
contrast to that observed for the new SSFs, where there was less
reduction of TOC. MIX gave a reduction in TOC of 0.2mg/L ± 0.0mg/
L (mean value of TOC in influent 2.9mg/L± 0.1mg/L to effluent
2.7± 0.1mg/Lmg/L) and TOC was reduced 0.1mg/L± 0.0mg/L for
NEW (mean value of TOC in influent 2.8mg/L± 0.05mg/L to
effluent 2.7mg/L± 0.05mg/L).

In EST, pHwas lowered from amean value of 7.8 to 7.4, while the
pH of the influent and effluent water of both MIX and NEW were
unaffected by filtration and remained with a mean value of 7.7.

3.2. Flow cytometric bacterial counts

Total cell counts (TCC) were determined by FCM to assess
changes in the number of bacterial cells in the influent and effluent
water of the three SSFs during the routine scraping event (Fig. 2).
TCCs of the influent and effluent water of EST peaked one day after
scraping (sampling day 3), with 6� 105± 1.5� 104 cells mL�1 in the
influent and 3.9� 105± 1.9� 103 cells mL�1 in the effluent water.
This was the highest TCC observed in this study. TCC values in
effluent from the newly built filters were in the same order of
magnitude, with an average of 2.7� 105 ± 5.3� 104 cells mL�1 in
effluent water across the three filters.

After scraping (sampling days 7e10 for EST and MIX, sampling
days 6e11 for NEW) the average reduction in TCC performed by EST
was 16%± 1%, compared to MIX, at 25%± 3%, and NEW, at 30%± 1%.
TCC in the effluent water from EST reached a steady-state level at 5
days after the scraping event (sampling day 7), with almost no
change in bacterial numbers over the following sampling days. This
was not observed for the two newly constructed filters. Calculating
the slope values from linear regression of TCC/time showed the
stability of the effluent TCC from EST, giving a rate of change for EST
TCC over 10 times lower than that observed for either of the newly
built SSFs (EST:1090; MIX: -13100; NEW: -17800).



Fig. 1. Conventional microbial water quality assessment Measured microbial parameters, from left to right: heterotrophic plate count (HPC), coliforms and E. coli in influent (B
solid line) and effluent (, dashed line) water of EST (A1-3), MIX (B1-3) and NEW (C1-3). The days on the x-axis correspond to the scraping of the filters that occurred in day 2
(vertical dashed line).
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Intact cell counts showed similar trends as TCC (data not
shown). Effluent water from EST had on average 80% intact cells,
with a statistically significantly higher P-value < 0.05 than both
MIX and NEW (averages of 73% and 76% intact cells respectively).
The percentage of intact cells in effluent waters fromMIX and NEW
were not statistically different from each other (Fig. 3). Effluent
water from all filters contained, on average, more intact cells than
influent, with one exception from MIX before the scraping event
(sampling day 1), where the influent had a higher ICC.
3.3. Profiling bacterial communities by flow cytometric
measurements

Fluorescence distribution histograms from FCM were used to
compare DNA-stained bacterial cells in the SSF influent and effluent
waters. Each histogram image represents a cumulative fluorescent
profile of the individual cells in the bacterial community of a water
samples (Prest et al., 2013). Histograms were visualised by FCM as
fluorescence fingerprints. Fingerprints obtained from 64 influent



Fig. 2. Cell concentrations in water from slow sand filters. Total cell concentrations
(TCC) of influent (B solid line) and effluent (, dashed line) water of EST (A), MIX (B)
and NEW (C) measured by flow cytometry. X-axis is defined by a scraping event
occurring on day 2 (dashed line).
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water samples from three SSFs showed similar patterns, indicating
comparable bacterial communities with no significant differences
in concentration of high nucleic acid bacteria (HNA) (Fig. S1). One
exception was influent water for EST, sampled one day after
scraping (sample day 3), with an altered fingerprint and HNA
concentration of 48.8± 0.95%. This anomaly was likely due to cells
entering the influent due to disturbance of the SSF biofilm when
the SSF was refilled from below after scraping.

Fluorescence fingerprints of effluent from EST and MIX showed
a lower concentration of HNA, with a dramatic shift in community
composition towards bacteria with low nucleic acid content (LNA)
(Fig. 4). The effluent from EST had, on average, 29.6± 2.78% HNA
bacteria, andMIX effluent had 39.5± 3.09% HNA, although only EST
maintained a steady-state level of LNA bacteria after the scraping
event. In contrast, effluent water from NEW increased in the con-
centration of HNA bacteria over time and always contained a higher
HNA concentration than the other effluent waters, with an average
of 46.6± 4.43% HNA.

All gated cell dot plots were analyzed using CHIC and presented
in an NMDS plot to quantitatively compare the changes and dy-
namics in the bacterial communities (Fig. 5). CHIC analysis identi-
fied four distinct clusters associated with effluent water, and
depending on the origin of the SSFs, and one cluster which
encompassed all influent water samples. Correlation analysis be-
tween traditional plate counts and FCM profiles showed higher
levels of indicator bacteria associated with the influent water
cluster (In). Analysis of similarities (ANOSIM) confirmed significant
separation between all groups (R-value¼ 0.933; P-value¼ 0.001).
Data from effluent water samples of EST (E) and MIX (M) were
distinct from those of the influent cluster (In), and each other. NEW
effluent waters split into two clusters in the NMDS plot. N1 was
associated with samples taken before and shortly after the scraping
procedure in time. N2 contained samples taken several days after
the scraping, and showed water profiles that were most similar to
those of the influent (In) water. This division in profile character for
NEWeffluent water was also observed in the fingerprints over time
(Fig. 4).

The effluent water from EST had visually identical fingerprints
regardless of whether the samples were taken before or after
scraping. This uniformity was also reflected in the compact cluster
of group E in the CHIC analysis, and the steady-state behavior of this
SSF observed by other parameters (i.e. coliform count). The cluster
representing the effluent water of MIX grouped between those of
EST and NEW, with day before scraping (sample day 1) and the last
sampling points (day 10 and 14) being closer to the EST cluster.

To determine if FCM shows the same bacterial profile for
established SSFs at this treatment plant, effluent water was
analyzed from EST and a second well-established SSF (EST2), over a
five month period. CHIC analysis with all previous SSF effluent
water data (Fig. S2) again separated effluent waters from new and
established filters, and all histograms describing effluent from
established filters clustered together, regardless of sampling date.
CHIC analysis of data from only the established filters (EST, 2015,
2016 and EST2 2016), separated into two clusters representing the
communities of the influent and effluent water from both filters,
and confirmed by ANOSIM (R-value¼ 0.957; P-value¼ 0.001; data
not shown).

4. Discussion

Next generation sequencing (NGS) studies of drinking water
biofilters have previously shown that the effluent water commu-
nity reflects the content of the biofilm (Haig et al., 2015b; Li et al.,
2017; Oh et al., 2018; Pinto et al., 2012). Some studies have exam-
ined the use of FCM to characterize the influent and effluent
communities from biofilters (Lautenschlager et al., 2014; Park et al.,
2016). The goal of the current study was to examine if FCM can
monitor biofilm status and function in SSFs with sand beds of
differing maturity and sand composition, including their response
to a scraping event. Using FCM, the bacterial communities in the
influent and effluent water from four SSFs were followed through
time. CHIC analysis was used for statistical comparison to compare
total number of cells and distribution of nucleic acid in these cells.
This grouped the influent water separately from the effluent water,
and each SSF produced effluent water with a unique bacterial
profile. The influent water to each SSF was the same, and



Fig. 3. Intact cell concentrations inwater from slow sand filters. Intact cell concentration of influent (B line) and effluent (, dashed line) water for EST (A), MIX (B) and NEW (C)
measured by flow cytometry during a scraping event occurred in day 2 (dashed line) in the x-axis.

S. Chan et al. / Water Research 138 (2018) 27e3632



Fig. 4. Fingerprint analysis of effluent water from slow sand filters. Fluorescence
distribution histograms from flow cytometry are combined over time for the effluent
water of EST (A), MIX (B) and NEW (C) on the left. Percentage of HNA cells separated by
a black line adapted from Prest et al., 2013 (around 2� 104 a.u) are shown on the right
as bar plots. The first sample for each filter (in grey) are influent water from sampling
day 6. Sampling days corresponding to scraping (occurring in day 2) are shown in the
middle of the figure.

S. Chan et al. / Water Research 138 (2018) 27e36 33
differences in the effluents between filters indicated that a distinct
microbial biofilm inhabited each of the examined SSFs.

The bacterial profiles in the effluentwater of the two established
SSFs were similar to each other regardless of sampling year. Closer
examination of one of these filters showed consistent chemical and
biological transformation of the water quality across the sand bed
including: removal of microbial indicators; a lowering of pH; an
increase in percentage of intact cells; and decreased HNA content,
regardless of fluctuations in the influent water. Importantly, the
transformation of the water quality was not dependent on the
upper layer of sand: scraping did not result in changes to the FCM
bacterial profiles of effluent water, or breakthrough of microbial
indicators. This was in contrast to observations in the newly built
SSFs, particularly the SSF containing all new sand. In this SSF,
removal of the top layer of sand, including the schmutzdecke, pre-
ceded breakthrough of microbial indicators and FCM profiles
showed that the community in the effluent water became more
similar to that of the influent. This suggests that the sand bed
biofilm in these newly-built filters was not able to transform the
influent water to the extent observed for the established filter. The
role of the schmutzdecke in water purification has long been
attributed to the activity of microbes living as biofilm in this region
of the SSF (Barrett et al., 1991; Bauer et al., 2011; Huisman and
Wood, 1974; Oh et al., 2018). As the function of the mature SSF
was not disrupted by scraping, the functional microbial community
of this filter resided in the sand bed and not only in the schmutz-
decke. An NGS study of two full-scale SSFs showed that the bacterial
communities between sand samples are highly similar even when
sampled from different depths (Haig et al., 2015b) and together
with the results in the current study, it seems these core commu-
nities contain the essential functionality of SSFs. However, as
studies characterizing the ecology of the SSF sand bed have used
extracted DNA, without the ability to distinguish between living
and dead cells or free DNA, it is difficult to say which mechanisms
within the sand bed ecosystem are responsible for effluent water
quality. Stable isotope probing showed that removal of E. coli from
laboratory SSFs was mediated via multiple direct and indirect
mechanisms including protozoal grazing, viral killing, reactive ox-
ygen species produced by algae, and mutualistic fungi-algal in-
teractions (Haig et al., 2015a). This study also suggested that
ecosystem-wide associations on multiple trophic levels are
required for pathogen removal and that the absence of this
complexity could explain compromised function, in less diverse
filter ecosystems. It is also known that SSF function improves with
time; virus removal improved over time in constructed model
systems as the schmutzdecke and deeper sand biofilm developed
(Bauer et al., 2011); and, seven week old freshwater biofilms
showed greater enzyme activity for removal of DOC than four week
old biofilms (Peter et al., 2011). These observations are supported
by the current study as the SSF which had a top layer of washed
sand from other SSFs (MIX) was more effective at removing indi-
cator organisms at the end of the study period. CHIC analysis
showed the bacterial profile in the effluent from this SSF migrated
towards that of the established filters in the days following the
scraping event. This suggests that the biofilm community in the
mixed SSF may have been approaching that of the established filter
biofilm, including acquisition of ecosystem-wide associations
required for pathogen removal. Further investigation is required
however, to determine if the microbial ecology and/or specific
pathogen removal mechanisms differ between the SSFs in this
study.

The washed sand used in construction of one SSF (MIX) appears
to have inoculated the biofilm with a community preconditioned
for SSF function, promoting a more rapid development of a biofilm
core community similar to that in the established sand filters.
Interestingly, Pagaling et al., (2014) showed that the colonization of
a microbial community was predictable, and similar to the original
community, when it was introduced to an environment to which it
had previously been exposed. The idea that inoculation with pre-
conditioned microbial biomass can lead to rapid establishment of
SSF function is supported by laboratory studies by Haig et al. (2014).
Lab scale SSF columns constructed using sand from a full-scale SSF
differed: non-sterile columns removed indicators after a period of
4e6 weeks, whereas sterile columns required 7e10 weeks to reach
the same level of performance.

While the biofilm in the deep sand is essential for shaping the
effluent water from well-functioning SSFs, the removal of the top
layer of sand and schmutzdecke did impact the function of the new
SSFs. In the SSF containing all new sand (NEW), CHIC analysis



Fig. 5. Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordination plot from CHIC analysis of water samples from different slow sand filters. Profiling bacterial communities by
flow cytometric measurements and CHIC analysis grouped water samples into five clusters: a combined cluster of all influent water (black), effluent water from EST (E, green),
effluent water from MIX (M, yellow) and two clusters formed by effluent water of NEW (N1, N2, red). The first one or two numbers (if name consist of three numbers) of each
effluent sample name indicate days corresponding to the scraping (occurred in day 2), n¼ 127. Vectors describing the linear relationships between the FCM and plate count data
(heterotrophs, coliforms and E. coli) are indicated by labelled arrows. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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showed that after the scraping event, the effluent profiles began
approaching that of the influent water. This suggests that without
the schmutzdecke, the deep sand bed in this SSF had minimal
impact on the bacterial community in the water. In an NGS study
examining response of established full-scale SSFs to scraping,
overlap between communities in the influent and effluent water
was concomitant with coliform breakthrough (Haig et al., 2015b).
Thus, in filters without a well-functioning microbial community in
the deep sand bed, the biofilm may not be able to sufficiently
impact the effluent water and changes in the effluent water could
be more coupled to the status of the schmutzdecke. This could
explain the emphasis placed on the role of the schmutzdecke in
water filtration: studies examining its function have largely been
conducted on filters that are not performing optimally; or at lab or
pilot scale, where a sand bed community has not had years to
establish (Haig et al., 2015b; Pfannes et al., 2015; Unger and Collins,
2006). The study showing effective removal of faecal indicators
from wastewater identified the schmutzdecke as the essential
feature of 14 week-old model slow sand filters, but again, the
communities in the influent and effluent water were indistin-
guishable by t-RFLP analysis of bacterial 16S rRNA (Pfannes et al.,
2015). The study by Unger and Collins (2006) also showed that
the removal of schmutzdecke changed filter function although
again, these experiments were conducted at lab-scale and over a
period of weeks. It is not surprising that the schmutzdecke plays an
important role in filtration by new SSFs as substrate concentrations
and the biomass acting on the substrates are highest at the surface
of the sand bed (Bai et al., 2013; Lautenschlager et al., 2014). In
filterswhere for any number of reasons (time, inoculation) the deep
sand bed biofilm cannot significantly transform the influent water,
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the influence of schmutzdecke on filter function may thus be more
obvious. As biofilms in both the schmutzdecke and sand bed can
entrap particles and cells, and support antagonistic microbial in-
teractions (Pfannes et al., 2015; Prenafeta-Boldú et al., 2017), the
overall function of the filter is likely a balance between the func-
tions of the biofilm ecosystems in these different regions. A recent
metagenomics study predicted that the minimum generation time
for a mature SSF sand bed community was shorter than that pre-
dicted for the associated schmutzdecke metagenome (Oh et al.,
2018) suggesting that the degradation of organic material which
fuels microbial growth in a mature filter is higher in the sand bed
then on the surface. Although the bacterial content in schmutzdecke
is denser than in the sand bed (1011 copies/mL and 108-109 copies/g
respectively) (Pfannes et al., 2015), the total volume of the deep
sand is many times greater than that occupied by the schmutzdecke.
Instead of being dominated by the function in the schmutzdecke, the
activity of the SSF community in the deeper sand is likely more
significant for overall SSF performance than previously thought.
Conclusions from lab-based experiments may thus overestimate
the impact of the schmutzdecke, emphasizing the need for studies
conducted at full scale for complete assessment of drinking water
treatment by SSFs.

The question still remains: to what extent does the biofilm
transform the influent water community to obtain desirable
effluent water quality? In this, and other studies (Haig et al., 2015b),
an overlap between the bacterial communities of the influent and
effluent water were concomitant with indicator breakthrough. It
may be a specific and significant transformation of the bacterial
community between influent and effluent water that is the signa-
ture of a well-functioning SSF. The established filter showed the
least reduction of total cells, with an increase in the amount of
intact cells, and a decrease in HNA content, suggesting an exchange
of communities in the water as it passed this biofilm. An increase in
intact cells following SSF has also been reported Lautenschlager
et al. (2014). CHIC analysis showed that the bacterial commu-
nities from each SSF differed in HNA, suggesting that the distinct
biofilms in each individual sand bed altered this aspect of the
effluent. HNA and LNA bacteria are thought to be both phyloge-
netically and physiologically different (Schattenhofer et al., 2011;
Wang et al., 2009; Vila-Costa et al., 2012). Changes in the ratio of
HNA to LNA bacteria, with LNA bacteria dominating in effluent
water, have been observed following biofiltration (Lautenschlager
et al., 2014; Vital et al., 2012). The seeding of the treated drinking
water with bacteria during biofiltration is thought to be important
for the quality of the distributed water (El-Chakhtoura et al., 2015;
Lautenschlager et al., 2014; Pinto et al., 2012). The ability of a bio-
filter to shift the community to include increased numbers of LNA
bacteria could be essential to achieve a desirable microbial water
quality. The effluent water from the established filter in this study
showed this typical change to higher LNA content. In contrast, both
new filters hadmore HNA bacteria in their effluent water compared
to influent. The HNA content from the new filter containing mixed
sand decreased over the study period, to more closely resemble
that of the established filter. The new filter containing new sand,
however, had continually increasing HNA content in effluent water.
These changes in HNA content appeared to coincide with the ability
of the new SSFs to remove indicators. Observing a shift in the dis-
tribution of nucleic acid content could provide an alternativeway to
monitor SSFs, although the relationship between DNA content and
SSF function requires more investigation.

The ability of different disinfectants to inflict membrane damage
on HNA and LNA cells was examined (Ramseier et al., 2011). This
study postulated that HNA bacteria contain higher proportions of,
or more accessible, thiol or other non-amine groups in their
membrane proteins, and that this difference could increase the
sensitivity of HNA cells to chlorine dioxide and permanganate
disinfection. When ozonation was examined in more detail, LNA
cells were more sensitive to low doses of ozone than HNA cells (Lee
et al., 2016). Understanding the origin of the distribution of HNA
and LNA bacteria in the SSF effluent may thus impact downstream
disinfection as SSFs are often the last biological treatment stepwith
the potential to shape the bacterial community entering the dis-
tribution system.

The rapid FCM method used here captured dynamic microbial
changes in the SSF biofilm and effluent water. These changes re-
flected SSF function and could potentially impact downstream
disinfection. FCM would thus be useful for process control of SSF in
drinking water treatment plants, providing advantages over cur-
rent methods utilizing routine plating, including cost, speed, and
the potential for online monitoring (Besmer et al., 2014; Van Nevel
et al., 2017b). FCM has been specifically proposed for monitoring of
maintenance in distribution networks (Van Nevel et al., 2017a).
Time and water volume lost during maintenance and reconnection
of the SSF into the production line could be minimized, reducing
the overall cost for water treatment. This would be a particular
advantage in countries such as Sweden where scraping of SSFs is
required 2e3 times per year. Zonal distributions created by CHIC
analysis can establish a baseline profile, with deviations from this
profile indicating possible changes in microbial water quality. Un-
derstanding how much variation can be expected in the bacterial
profile, including the influence of seasonal or operational changes,
is required. Given that many factors, including local weather pat-
terns or source water, could impact the bacterial community, the
use of FCMwith CHIC for process control may require each drinking
water producer to establish unique baselines customized for indi-
vidual treatment plants.
5. Conclusions

� Established SSFs showed consistent performance by FCM bac-
terial profiling that was not altered by removal of the schmutz-
decke suggesting that a mature biofilm in the deep sand bed is
required for consistent microbial water quality from SSFs.

� Inoculation with sand previously used in SSF at the same
treatment plant could explain the more rapidly improved
functioning of one new SSF. Improvement in function was not
observed for a new SSF constructed only with new sand.

� Alteration of FCM bacterial profiles in effluents from SSFs could
indicate compromised function of the filter.

� Using routine CHIC analysis would simplify and reduce bias in
assessing microbial water quality, facilitating use of FCM for
process control.
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